
Hi  
  
I am really in concerned with the rules coming up as they are really affecting the students who 
have completed their studies and likely to lodge applications. They have done their assesment , 
health checks and police clearance and paid huge amouint of fees to complete their studies and 
reach the stage to apply for migration. 
Aa far my opinion the rules should not be made strict as already there are rules which have been 
applied since the beggining of this year and student are already struggling to get the pass mark. I 
think the notices which are being updated are just frightining and totally unacceptable. 
  
If the migration are in a position to change rules they have no right to apply on students which 
are already in the country and been for 2- 4 years as they have finished studies and got good jobs 
they can't just cease files and tell to leave the country. The migration rules should be courteous to 
international students as they came to study and visit the country and under no obligation the 
right should be taken from them. 
  
Students who recently came on studnet visa are been affected and make them go nowhere as it 
takes too much time to get visa approved, file paperwork and booking, medicals and many more 
approvals to go through and come to the country. The immigration should be provinding refund 
for all of it if they will likely to apply rules on students .Immigartion should be made courteous 
to all and not put strict rules to go through a stage. 
  
The rules should not likely to change as it will affect overseas countries and it have really bad 
image for travellers as well as other migrants to visit and stay in the country  
  
Please i request to look into this matter and keep rules loyal to everyone. 
  
  
Thanks 
  
 
 


